Velvet Keys wins Sportsmen’s 1st High in Trial Medallion (AKC
Nose Work)

K-9 Kapers
SEP/OCT 2018
Beth Widdows,Temporary Editor

Rally & Obedience Practice Matches
2018: Oct 12, Nov 16, Dec 14
Obedience Trials
October 26-28, 2018
Agility Trials
March 1-3, 2019
Nose Work Trials
Aug 24-25, 2018 (C-WAGS)
Jan 19-20, 2019 (AKC @ Novi)
Apr 20-21, 2019 (AKC)
July 37-28. 2019 (AKC)

SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS

Building will be closed for rentals:
 Sep 22, 23
 Nov 10, 11
 Jul 13, 14, 2019
 Mar 8, 9, 10, 2019
Building will be closed for mat
cleaning:
Oct 21, Nov 18, Dec 16
Building will be closed for trials:
 October 26-28 Rally/Obedience
 Apr 19 (evening), 20-21, 2019 AKC
Scent
4-H Classes: Fridays @ 5:30pm
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COMPETITION RESULTS
Names

Location/Date

Score/place/leg TITLE

Diefenbach/Janka

AKC Scent Work
Interior
SDTCD
7/29/18
/2nd leg
SDTCD
7/29/18
/1st place/3rd leg
SIN title
AKC Scent Work
Buried
SDTCD
7/29/18
/2nd place/2nd leg
SDTCD
7/29/18
/2nd place/3rd leg
SBN title
AKC Scent Work
Exterior
SDTCD
7/29/18
/1st leg
Diefenbach/Janka
C-Wags Nose Work
Level 2
SDTCD
8/25/18
/2nd leg
July 7th at AAKC in Monroe Hudson the smooth collie earned her Rally advanced title.
July 19th at Weimaraner Club in Lapeer Wigeon the dachshund earned his Master Jumpers title.
July 20 at Weimaraner Club trial, Lapeer, Castle the smooth collie got his open jumpers title.
28 July at SDTC Velvet the dachshund earned her novice containers nosework title as well as legs in novice buried, interiors and
exteriors. She also got High in Trial.
29 July she earned her novice buried title.
28 July at SDTC Alaska the border collie earned her novice container title
.29 July she earned her novice buried title.
18 August with Scamper detectives Echo the springer spaniel earned her second and third open legs with 2 first places, 2 High in Class
and a new title.
1 September Alaska earned her 2nd and 3rd Open Barn Hunt legs with 2 firsts, High in Class and a new title.
15 and 16 September Wigeon, Velvet and Castle attended the very first FASTCAT trials put on by Motor City Fox Terrier Club out in
Lapeer. All three qualified 4 times over the 2 days, had the time of their lives and are well on their ways to new BCat titles. All three
were so into it that I do believe I was the only handler there that had not one or two, but all three slip their leads and take off on their
own to run. We can't wait to do this again. One volunteer was quick enough to get a picture of Castle coursing outside the chute. We
were lucky the running dog had enough of a lead to not be distracted by another dog behind him.

Sutton/Sir Duncan

Fort Detroit Obedience
9/14

UDX2
Utility B
Open B

197.5 1st place
198 1st place

HIT/High Comb.

Widdows, Emily Anne Sportsmens 8/26
CWAGS Scent
--/--/4
Level 3
RRRR 8/18,19
CAT (towards CAX)
Legs 20, 21, 22
9/1/18
AKC Trick Dog
TDI
MCFTC 9/15 & 16
AKC FAST CAT
4 legs/149.88 pts
(BCAT Title is 150 so we have to wait to see if AKC rounds up or drops off the digits after the decimal!)
nd
2 in top 20 Westies in country!! Avg 18.73 MPH
Jake
Sportsmens 8/25&26
CWAGS Scent Level 2
--/--/ 3 and 4 (Towards ACE)
9/1/18
AKC Trick Dog
TDI
Video of Emily Running: https://youtu.be/ls8jcYWEF6g
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Ty earned the AKC Agility Grand Champion title, a Lifetime Achievement award, on Aug 31, 2018 at Greater Toledo
KC. He just needed his 75th FAST leg to earn it and he did it in style accumulating all 80 points!
Winkles, Ty

WHAT IS AN AKC AGILITY GRAND CHAMPION?
It is a title designed to celebrate the lifetime achievement
of dogs that excel across all AKC agility classes –
The Agility Grand Champion (AGCH).
The title was instituted in June 2016.
T O EARN THE AGCH TITLE, THE FOLLOWING
NUMBER OF QUALIFYING SCORES MUST BE EARNED :






Master Standard & Master Jumper with Weaves
– 100 qualifying scores from each class
Master Fast – 75 qualifying scores
Time 2 Beat – 75 qualifying scores
Premier Standard and Premier JWW – 50
qualifying scores from each class

PRIOR TO COMPETING AT THE M ASTER LEVEL,
ONE MUST FIRST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING :
 Novice Standard & Jumper with Weaves – 3
qualifying scores from each class
 Novice, Open & Excellent FAST - 3 qualifying
scores from each class/Level (9)
 Open Standard & Jumper with Weaves – 3
qualifying scores from each class
 Excellent Standard & Jumper with Weaves – 3
qualifying scores from each class
T HAT’S A TOTAL OF 477 QUALIFYING S CORES !
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3 Strategies For Safely Catching A Loose Dog
by Amber Kingon May 02, 2018

Whether it’s your dog that slipped their leash or a stray running through traffic, catching a loose dog is never
as easy as it sounds. Your first instinct is to give chase, but that rush of energy is rarely the right move. Dogs
that are afraid, skittish, or simply overly excited will do everything they can to elude your grasp—even when
that means putting themselves in danger. If you want to bring your flighty pup back home safely, you’ll have to
resist the urge to run after them and try these safer strategies.
#1 – STOP, DROP, AND FREEZE
One of the best strategies for catching a loose dog is doing the exact opposite of what they think you’ll do. If
your dog thinks they’re playing a fun game of “catch me if you can,” they’re expecting you to chase them
down. It’s your job to remember the game is rigged, and their superior speed and agility means you’ll most
likely lose. Take control of the game by throwing a curve ball. You’ll feel silly, but stop where you are and sit or
lay down on the ground. Don’t call the dog’s name or pat your leg to get them to come over. They’ll either be
intrigued by your strange behavior or worried there’s something wrong with you, and they’ll quit the game to
investigate.
#2 – USE CALMING SIGNALS
If the dog you’re trying to catch is especially skittish—like a stray with few experiences with humans—your goto moves will look like a threat. Walking directly toward the dog, holding out your hand, patting your leg, and
making eye contact will only make them feel more afraid. Instead of overwhelming them with your eagerness,
speak their language and use canine calming signals. Only look at them with peripheral vision and make all
your movements lateral instead of direct. Yawning and licking your lips are translated to calming signals in
doggy language, and kneeling to make your body look less imposing will also encourage them to come to you.
#3 – APPEAL TO THEIR APPETITE
Few dogs can resist the temptation of a good treat. If it’s your pet you’re trying to catch, simply holding a treat
in your hand could get their attention. But if the pup doesn’t trust you, start by tossing treats a few feet away.
Let them approach the food on their own terms. Once they eat the first one, you can start tossing the good
stuff a little closer to you. When they’re eating treats in your general vicinity without hesitation, sit on the
ground and extend an especially high-value food item in your hand. Be patient and don’t make sudden
movements or noises.
Doing the wrong thing when trying to catch a loose dog could send them running into traffic or threaten them
enough that they lash out with fearful aggression. Panic is contagious, and if you yell, run, or act overly
stressed, you’ll pass those feelings on to the dog. If you can stay calm and encourage the dog to do the same,
you’ll have a better shot at a happy ending.
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TRICK DOG SEMINAR
Four SDTC Instructors attended a “Do More With Your Dog” Trick Dog Seminar with Kyra Sundance
at the Kalamazoo Kennel Club on August 24 & 25, 2018. The entire weekend was a fun learning
experience. Kyra kept us busy, moving and interacting with our dogs the entire time. There were
plenty of K-9 Fitness equipment, Climb Pedestals, fitness ladders, etc, for all the dogs to work
with. At the end of the seminar, attendees were presented with Trick Dog Instructor Certificates.
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SOFT TREATS
Recipes for SOFT Training Treats

(S. Jacques)



Blueberries, carrots, banana, and apple. Pick whichever flavor you want, puree to make smooth then add 1 egg
and flour (we use gluten free) until a nice biscuit dough consistency. Bake at 350 for 15ish mins and they come
out soft and chewable.



Ground turkey, ginger and teriyaki. Spread on cookie sheet or bottom of 8x8 pan, bake at 200 for 3-4 hours.
Don’t cook too long or it will dry out and it gets crumbly.



Mackerel, egg, and a bit of tapioca starch, then bake it in the oven until it's dry to the touch.



3.5 oz can of tuna fish or salmon or mackerel, 1 egg, ¾ c. flour, Blend in blender, spread on cookie sheet about
8x8 sq, oven 350 for 15 min until mixture is set. Don’t overcook!

(If you have others, send them in and we can publish them for use by students as well as our own
use.)
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FLOOR SPACE
Find this on the website in the private area under “Floorspace”
Also, check the newsletter for building rentals, cleaning and trials
CLASSES BY DAY OF WEEK
(As of 9/18/18)
SUNDAY
NOSEWORK
SNIFF n GO

6-7PM

Check website for-times/dates
Check website for dates

MONDAY
BEGINNER
CGC
RALLY
AKC STAR JR
AKC STAR SR
CONFORMATION
BEGINNER
RALLY TUNEUP
NOVICE
NOSEWORK

10AM
11AM
12:30PM
5:00PM
6:15PM
6:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM
8:30PM
Check website for times/dates

TUESDAY
RENTED ALL DAY AND EVENING
WEDNESDAY
AGILITY - ALL RINGS 6:30PM ON
THURSDAY
OPEN JUMPS
UTILITY RUNTHRUS
NOVICE
HEELING
OPEN JUMPS
PUPPY K
HEELING
BEGINNER
UTILITY
CGC
FRIDAY
MATCHES ONCE A MONTH
NOSEWORK 2
NOSEWORK 1
MANNERS
4H CLASS
SATURDAY
N/A

9AM
9AM
10AM
11:!5AM
6:15PM
6:30PM
6:45PM
7:30PM
7:45PM
8:30PM

11AM
12:30PM
5PM
5:30PM

Check website for dates
Note: on Match days
times are 1 and 2:30pm

CHECK NEWSLETTER FOR RENTALS AND
CLEANING
http://www.sportsmens.net/newsletter.htm

NOTE: Not all classes run every week so once you find the timeslot is filled per this
list, check the website to see if it is running on the particular date.
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DOG PARKS by Goodog!Training
This was posted on FaceBook in response to a question raised after a dog was killed at a dog park by another dog.
Permission granted to reprint by author.
Here’s my stance on dog parks and why in my opinion the ones we have here currently local are not good and
safe environments for *most* dogs. In my experience (and yes, I used to go to dog parks before I was a
professional dog trainer) people do not know what types of behavior or body language to look for in their own
dogs or other dogs in the park. So often what people interpret as “play” is actually not play and is in fact either
bullying or rehearsal of behaviors that can and most likely result in fighting or worse. Many times I see what is
going on there similar to a mosh pit in a Marilyn Manson concert—just flat out uncontrollable energy that has
the potential to spiral out of control at a drop of a hat. All it takes in that moment in that mosh pit is one dog to
either squeal, or get pissed and strike out and then it’s that pack mentality that takes over and a huge fight
breaks out and if there are other dogs around, they too come jump in. Dogs AND people are at risk then of
bites and injury. It’s not a pretty sight.
I’m not sure when this idea of “dogs need to run and romp and play with strange dogs” came into style, but it is
not a normal thing in dog life to be thrown into a pack of new dogs each time they go to the park (or even
daycare). Yes, dogs can be pack animals, but that is generally with the same dogs that they are used to all the
time. The social hierarchy is set and if it changes, it is usually gradual over time and can be somewhat
managed. In a park or daycare situation, it’s a constant change of that hierarchy and it’s unsettling to dogs and
can cause them to act differently than they normally would to other dogs they know and interact with but don’t
live with. Also, MANY breeds once they grow out of that “puppy stage”, 9 months or so, don’t want to be in a
mosh pit anymore. They have outgrown the “frat boy/sorority girl” phase of life and prefer “cocktail party”
interactions with other dogs. Some breeds just flat out don’t want to interact at all with strange dogs. IT’s
genetics—many dogs were bred to be aggressive/defensive to other dogs. Many dogs were genetically
designed to work with humans (herding breeds) and outgrow that “play with other dogs phase.” It sadly is not
the popular thought “It’s all in how you raise them”. There is a lot more of the Nature vs. Nurture in play here
with dogs.
Now, some breeds (and there can be exceptions in ANY breed) like retrievers and most of the gun dogs—we
have bred them for many, many years to maintain a lot of the juvenile behaviors and maintain puppyish
qualities—which is why they generally make good family dogs. They are sturdy, they keep that “happy go
lucky” mentality and aren’t prone to aggressiveness with other animals. Terriers of ANY size are bred for years
and years to have an aggressive edge to them. That’s why they can go into a fox den and fight and get bitten
and torn up by the fox and not back down. All it takes is for another dog to offend it in some way and it’s “game
on” and a fight can happen.
We have made dogs into what they are for a reason and just because we chose to get a certain breed as a
pet, does not mean it’s going to just LOVE everyone and every other dog because that is our dream of what
we wanted our life with our pet to be like. So…back to dog parks. We put this mix of breeds, personalities,
energy levels, life experience levels, obedience levels all into this park situation and with a majority of owners
that aren’t educated on dog behavior/body language, dogs that have no off leash control, owners that are pre
occupied with their phones, talking to another person, etc; this leaves the door wide open for situations to
happen.
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People think that dog parks are a place meant to “tire their dogs out” and think they can open the gate and just
throw their dog in and in an hour or so when they choose to leave, they can go home and the dog will not bug
them and they can sit and watch TV or whatever without a restless dog. In my opinion what dog parks were
intended to be or should be is a place where you can go with your dog that is safe (fenced in) and you can
legally be off leash to train/play/do stuff with your own dog—so dog and owner interaction, versus mosh pit with
other dogs. BUT....that is not what people see and people are always wanting their dogs to have “friends” and
want to rush their dog on a leash up to your dog on a leash so they can meet. That’s not a good scenario at all.
9.5 times out of 10 that is going to end badly. So until pet owners can be educated more and people can
accept the fact that eventually there may be a time when your dog outgrows the feeling that “OMG, I just LOVE
everyone and every dog” and then find something else to do with their dog to mentally and physically exercise
them, then dog parks should not be available. This type of situation is ALL too common. This just got brought
to light through this article. I’m betting that almost daily or at minimum weekly at least 1 dog gets killed or
seriously injured at a dog park in the U.S.; that’s a lot of dogs!
At our training facility we get calls almost weekly of people wanting us to “fix their dog so that it can go back to
the dog park” after it has caused other dog(s) to need veterinary care or have killed dogs. When we tell them
that the dog should NOT go back to a dog park and why, they get angry with us and I’m sure go back to the
park and “try to socialize their dog” again. Socialization for dogs does not mean you get to or have to run up
and love, hug and kiss every single being in your path. It means being able to be neutral—no aggression, no
overexcitement—in the presence of other people/dogs. The service dogs you see out in public with tons of
distractions that can still listen to its owner and still work and not lose its mind— THAT’S what a well socialized
dog means. We also hear “my dog doesn’t like other dogs, so I am going to take him to the dog park so that he
can learn to like other dogs.” That is going to make matters worse. Either fighting is going to happen or you’re
going to make your dog so frightened of other dogs that you may never be able to fix that.
So, what can dog parks do to help?? If there is going to be a dog park at minimum there should be a way to
evaluate dogs and only if they pass that evaluation, then they should be allowed in. Similar to how dog daycare
places do it. There should be a key fob type entry so that only those that have earned access can go. OR there
should be a way to rent the park—so, you would sign up for time— Example: I’m going to rent the dog park
from 2-3 on Friday for $40/hour (or whatever that fee may be) and I’m going to bring my dogs and my 2 friends
that have dogs that all get along with each other are going to use the park that day/time. That way, there are
dogs that know each other, are used to each other and you don’t have to worry about other dogs coming in
and upsetting that situation. I would always know what dogs my dogs will be interacting with. Do both of these
scenarios involve extra time, staff, work, etc, heck yes! BUT.....it will solve a lot of issues like this. Will most
counties that have dog parks or thinking about dog parks do this? Probably not. If people are still willing to
bring their dogs into parks as they do now, chances are they won’t change. Only by letting the people who
run/set up the dog parks know what you want and expect in order to use their park will things change.
I don’t know if any of this is helpful, but these are my thoughts and beliefs. Also, educate small dog owners. I’m
not saying in any way that your niece and whoever went to the park with the little dog was at fault, because
truly, people just don’t know the hidden dangers of these things, but by education and not playing dog parks
out to be a Disneyland for all dogs, this may not have happened. I would never take any dog under 35 - 40 lbs
to a dog park, IF I did go to a dog park. Education is key to dog owners and I wish more trainers, veterinarians,
pet store employees—anyone who deals with pet owners on a continual basis—would take the time to learn
facts and help spread the knowledge. Also, I should stress that dog rescues and fosters DEFINITELY need to
be trained and educated on what to look for behavior wise on these dogs they are placing. It’s unfair to dogs,
owners and the public to place unsafe dogs into unknowing homes. Be frank and truthful with potential
owners. There’s nothing worse than sugar-coating a dog’s behavior in order to place a dog. That only ruins the
reputation of “rescue”.
Hope this mumbling helps with what you’re looking for. —Angela Ludwig

1930 Tobsal Court
Warren, MI
888-637-9595

